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FOREWORD

The rapid increase in community colleges has been generally

noted in almost every state. The problems reported by faculty have

been reported by such writers as Garrison, Johnson, and others (as

well as by the faculty themselves). Little continue(' attention has

been given, however, to the development of consistent programs of

faculty inservice improvement. Such programs are necessary in

order to encourage sensitive faculty who nct only understand their

roles as teachers but active:7 seek to improve their teaching.

Dr. Schafer has applied his knowledge and understanding of systems

theory to the problems of inservice faculty improvement and has

suggested an organized approach to inservice faculty development.

His basic knowledge and understanding of the theoretical basis for

his approach make this an outstanding presentation.

This monograph Is a part of a series of stutters Which are de-

voted to improving higher education with special attention to the

community cAleges.

Jar-es L. Wattenbarger, Director
Institute of Higher Education
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The Cot Teaching institutionInstitution

Community junior colleges have established, through their philosophies

and stated objectives, the goal of high quality instruction as a primary ration-

ale for their existence. Faculty development programs for junior college

teachers may serve as an adjunct to such quality instruction. This paper

describes a study which examined programs of faculty development existing

in a number of community junior colleges, and draws implications from that

study for the improvement of such programs.

The place of quality teaching at the central core of purposes for junior

colleges was pointed out as early as 1925 by Koos (35. pp. 23-24). Exam-

ining the statements of those writing on the junior college since that time,

it may be seen that high quality instruction has continued to be a primary

aim of these colleges. tells. in 1931, stated that: "The junior college has

little or no excuse tot existence if it does not place prime emphasis on su-

t.erior teaching. superior instructors, and superior methods of instruction"

p. 33). In 1960. Medsker again pointed to the need for excellent

teaching (40). In the same year, Thornton £' .d of the junior college: 'Either

it teaches excellently or it fails completely" (54, p. 42). In 1965. at a

conference for beginning junior college presidents. Hunt stated that "... no

college can be any stronger than its faculty" (29, p. 42). Crossland 01. p.3).

Garrison (16), Kissinger (33, p. 32). Litton (o6). Schroeder (52). and Williams

(58, pp. 33-34) have further stressed the reed for quality teachers and quality
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4 teaching in the community junior college. As if in summary, Reynolds in 19454

stated: "... at the very heart of the whole Junior college concept is the cen-

tral core of superior instruction" (49, pp. 1-2). Reynolds went on to state: "If

superior instruction has been regarded as important in the past; if it is of even

greater Importance in the present; there is abundant reason to concede that its

importance will be further enhanced in the future" (49, p. 3).

In trying to provide the high quality of instruction that the community Ju-

nior college concept demands, the college is faced with a number of obstacles.

Among these are: (I) providing the best education to each student In a very di-

verse student body; (2) finding faculty members who have been specifically

trained to meet the special needs of the junior colleges; and (3) finding enough

faculty members to keep up with the growth of the Junior college without sacri-

ficing high quality instruction.

Thornton, in agreement With many concerned with the community junior

college, assigned to the college five central purpieel: "(I) occuotional educa-

tion of post-high school level; (2) general education for all categories of its

students; (3) transfer or pre-professional education; (4) community service, in-

cluding education for adults; and (5) de counseling and guidance of students"

(54, p. 59). Student bodies In Junior colleges are composed of individuals

with a wide veriety of socio-economic, occupational, and intellectual abilities.

The educatimil 4.41 occvpatiot,a1 goals of these rtuants cover a broad spec-

trum, neotssitating a broad range of programs and comprehensive guidance

2
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services. "The heterogeneity of students places heavy responsibility upon the

teacher....To an unusual degree, junior college faculty members must be pro-

ficient in recognizing and dealing with individual differences not only in curric-

ulum building and in guidance but also in teaching" (30, pp. 213-216).

Another problem facing the community Junior college is the diversity of

its teaching personnel, in terms of their backgrounds in educational preparation

and experience. The vast majority of junior college faculty members have ex-

perience teaching at, or have teen trained to teach In, high schools or four-year

colleges and universities. For instance, Milts reported in 1968 that 60.6 per-

cent of the junior college faculty members in Florida had elementary or secon-

dary school experience, and 33.8 percent had taught one or more years in a

four-year college or university (44,pp. 47-48). As is discussed, later, due to the

unique nature of the community junior college as an educational institution,

teaching in such a college requires special skills. This .nay indicate a need

for additional teacher training programs in the universities that are s,ecifically

designed to prepare Instructors for community junior colleges. Until the time

that such programs can provide the junior colleges with an adequate number of

properly prepared teachers, hcnvever, other programs must be made available

to provide quality instruction for the junior college student. WIttenbarger has

pointed out: "In studies conducted nationwide which questioned junior college presi-

dents regarding the weakest point that they found to be of concern rela...ng to the

professional competerbre of faculty members, there has appeared repeatedly this

3



comment: 'junior college faculty members do not understand, nor do they accept

completely enough the junior college purposes and function' which have been

evolved over the past fifty or sixty years'" (57, p. 47).

The growing uifficulty of finding enough competent teachers to meet the

demands placed on the colleges by their phenomenal growth, and ;et retain the

high quality of faculties that is so necessary. has been another challenge to the

community junior college. Merson has said:

As enrollments increase, as student populations become more
heterogeteous, as programs become more diversified and as
choke of boats become more complex, we will be sorely pressed
to find enough highly qualifici staff. We estimate a need for
100,000 new junior college teachers in the next decade. We must
recruit them from many sources. They must be specifically pre-
pared to fulfill the unioue missions of this institution -- they won't
arrive on our doorsteps fully qualified. We must help them to
become properly oriented to the students and the challenges to this
institution. And our biggest concern will be hco.v we can keep their
preparatiop current, their enthusiasm for teaching high, their pride
in teaching undiminished, and their desire to help students unabated
(411, p. 12).

:-:ach of these problems demands solution. Faculty development programs

ni.iy he seen as one means of working toward such solutions. At a 1961 con-

ference for new junior college presidents. Wattenbarger pointed to inservioe

education, a major part of faculty development programs, as a solution to sOille

of the special problems of teaching in a Junior college (Si, p. 47). Schu la at

the same conference stated: "An institution cannot progress without an In-service

program.' (53, p. 28). In 1964, Reynolds pointed again to the importance of

programs of faculty development: "Leadership is exercised through a variety of

media. Among these...in-service instructional Improvement" (49. p. 19).

4
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From the discussion of the need for faculty development programs in com-

munity junior colleges, it can be seen that there is litt1e disagreement on the

importance of faculty development programs in helping the community Junior col-

lege to proceed more effectively toward the attainment of its objectives. In a

sense, the quality of the faculty development program may be looked upon as an

indicator of the strength of the commitment that a given junior college has to

high quality instruction.

In the winter of 1968, Roueche (50) stated that junior college faculty develop-

ment programs are currently unplanned, sporadic, and loosely defined. Many

authors, writing on the junior college. have referred to the need for continuous

programs of faculty development.

Char lier provides a typical example (8, p. 26). Authors repeatedly stress

the need for more definitive study of faculty development procedures, but few

tried to fill this need. In the following paragraphs, studies generally related to

the present one are presented, followed by other studies which are more closely

related.

In discussing the competencies needed by Junior college faculty members,

Blocker tested that the potentially successful junior college teacher should have a

master's degree and extensive experience in secondary or higher education (6,

p. IS). Gleazer stated that we must revise master's degree programs offered

by universities to include extensive seminar work. In addition. he indicated 1 at

an opportunity for an internship in the Junior college should be provided (26).



4
Garrison was more specific in listing the abilities that the junior college teacher

must have; he pointed to several indicators of a faculty member's effectiveness:

(1) The nature and extent of a faculty member's effectiveness and activity
in committee or other faculty work;

(2) The faculty member's role in the initiation of student activities;

(3) Publications, books, articles, speeches, and monographs by the
faculty member;

(4) The extent of a faculty member's responsibilities as a student advisor;

(5) The faculti member's ability to create and use teaching aids;

(6) Innovations and experiments which the faculty member uses in teaching;

(7) Receipt of grants for experimentation or further study by the famerIty
member;

(8) The extent of the faculty member's participation in approl * pro-
fessional organizations;

(9) The faculty member as an active citizen of the community;

(10) 7114 faculty member's activities out of school that are related to his
professional growth 07, p. 25).

Gordon and Whitfield saw the needs of this potentially successful teacher

as s command of techniques and media; an ability to communicate effectively;

and an ability to deal with a wide range of learnt.* problems (23).

Unruh further pointed to the need for special training for junior college

faculty members. He proposed the following program:

(1) A broad general education;

(2) At least a master's degree and an additional year withat Ugh special.-
[ration;

(3) Development of competence in dealing with students;

6
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The rapid increase in community colleges has been generally

noted in almost every state. The problems reported by faculty have

been reported by such writers as Garrison,. Johnson, and others (as

well as by the faculty themselves). Little continued attention has

been given, however, to the development of consistent programs of

fnculty inservice improvement. Such programs are necessary r in

order to encourage sensitive faculty who not only understand their

roles as teachers but actively seek to improve their teaching.

Dr. Schafer has applied his knowledge and understanding of systems

theory to the problems of inservice faculty Improvement and has

suggested an organized approach to inservice faculty development.

His basic knowledge and understanding of the theoretical basis for

his approach make this an outstanding presentation.

This monograph is a part of a series of studies whiCh are de-

voted to improving higher education with special attention to

community colleges.

the

James- L. Wattenbarger, Director
Instltate- of Higher. Education
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The .Community Ilege--A Teaching Institution

Community. junior colleges have established, through their philosophies

and stated objectives, the goal of high quality instruction as a primary ration-
,-

ale for their existence. Faculty development programs for junior college,
x.

teachers may serve as an adjunct to such quality instruction.. This paper

describes a study which examined programs of faculty development existing

in a number of community junior colleges, and draws implications from that

study for the improvement of such programs.

The place of quality teaching at the central core of purposes for junior

colleges was pointed out as early as 1925 by Koos (35, pp. 23-24). Exam-

ining the statements- of those writing ra the junior college since that time,

it may be seen that high quality instruction has continued to be a , primary

aim of these colleges. Eells, in 1931, stated that: The junior college has

little or no excuse for existence if it does not place prime emphasis on su-

perior teaching, superior instructors, and superior methods of instruction"

(13, p. 33). In 1960, Medsker again pointed _to the need for :excellent

teaching (40). In the same year, Thornton said of,,the junior college: '`Either

it teaches excellently or it fails completely" (54, p. 42). In 1965,, at a

conference for beginning junior college presidents, Flunt- stated that ." . no

college can ba any stronger: than its faculty" (29, p. 42). Crossland (11, p. 3),
, .

Garrison (16), Kinsinger (33, p. 32), Litton (36), Schroeder.(52), and Williams

(58,' pp. 33-34) have further stressed the need for quality teachers and quality
.



teaching in the community junior college. As if in summary, Reynolds in 1964

stated: "... at the very heart of the whole junior college concept is the cen-

tral core of superior instruction" (49, pp. 1-2). Reynolds went on to state: "If

superior instruction has been regarded as important in the past; if it is of even

greater importance in the present; there is abundant reason to concede that its

importance will be further enhanced in the future" (49, p. 3).

In trying to provide the high quality of instruction that the community ju-

nior college concept demands, the college is faced with a numL-er of obstacles'.

Among these are: (1) providing the best education to'.each student in a very di-

verse student body; (2) finding faculty members who have been 'specifically

trained to meet the apecial needs of the junior colleges; and (3) finding enough

faculty members to keep up with the _growth of the junior college without sacri-

ficing high quality instruction.

Thornton, in agreement with many concerned with the community, 'junior .

college, assigned to the, college five Central purposes: '"(1) occupational

tion of ciost-high school level; (2) general eciunatiOn for all Categoriei of 'its'

students; (3) transfer or pre-professionid educatiOn; (4) community Service: in-

cluding education for adults; and (5)* the counseling and guidance of students"

(54, p. 59).: Student hodies in junior 'colleges are ,compOaed of - "individuals

with a wide 'variety of .socio-econothic,"'OcCUpational, and intellectual abilities.

The educational and occupational goals of these students cover' al biCoad speCL

truth, necessitating a. brOad range of programa and;:comPrefiensive guidance

2



services. "The heterogeneity of students places heavy responsibility upon the.

acher....To an unusual degree, junior college faculty members must be -pro-

ficient in recognizing and dealing with individual differences not only in curric-

ulum building and in guidance but also in teaching" (30, pp. 213-216).

Another problem facing the community junior college is the diversity of

its teaching personnel, in terms of their backgrounds in educational preparation

and experience. The vast majority of junior college faculty members have ex-

perience teaching at, or have been trained to teach in, high schools or four-year

colleges and universities. For in"tance, Mills reported in 1968 that 60.6 per-
.

cent of the junior college faculty members in Florida had elementary or secon-

dary school experience; and 33.8 percent had taught' one or more years in a

four-year college or university (44, pp. 47-48). As is discussed, later, due to the

unique nature of the community junior college as an educational institution,

teaching in such a college requires special skills. This may indicate a need

for additional teacher training programs in the universities that are specifically

designed' to prepare instructors for conimunity junior colleges. Until the time

that such programs can provide the junior colleges with c!!! adequate number of

properly prepared teachers, however, other. program's, must be made available.

to provide quality instruction for the junior college student. Wattenbarger has

pointed :out: "In studies conducted. nationwide which' questioned junior .college

dents regarding the:weakest- point that they found to be. of concern; relating to . the

professional competence of faculty members, there has, appeared repeatedly this

3



comment: 'junior college faculty members do not understand, nor do they accept

completely enough the junior college purposes and functions which have been

evolved over the past fifty or sixty.;years' (57, p. 47).

The growing difficulty of finding enough competent teachers to, meet the

demands placed on the colleges by their phenomenal growth, and yet retain the

high quality of faculties that is so necessary, has been another challenge to the

community junior college. Merson has said

As enrollments increase, as student populations become more
heterogeneous, as programs become more diversified and as
choice_of goals become more complex, we will be sorely pressed
to find enough highly qualified staff: We estimate a need for
100,000 new junior college teachers in the next_decade. We must
recruit them from many sources. They must be specifically pre-
pared to fulfill the unique missions of this institution--- they won't
arrive on our doorsteps fully qualified. We must help them to
become properly oriented to the students and the challenges in this
institution. And our biggest concern will be how we can keep:their
preparation current, their enthusiasm for teaching high, their pride
in teaching undiminished, and their desire to help students unabated
(41, p. 12).

Each of these problems demands solution. Faculty development programs

n:ay be seen as one means of working toward such solutions: At a 1961 con-.

ference. for new junior college presidents, Wattenbarger. pointed to in-service

education, a major part of-.faculty development programs, as a solution to sale

of the special. problems. of teaching in a junior college (57, P.: 47). Schultz at

the same conference.stated: "An institution cannot progress without an in-service

program" (53, p. 28). In 1964, Reynolds pointed again to the importance of

programs of faculty development: "Leadership is ,exercised: through a variety. of

media. Among these..,. in- service instructional improvement" (49, p. 19).



From the discussion of the need for faculty development programs in com-

munity junior colleges, it can, be seen that there is little disagreement on the

importance of faculty development programs in helping the community junior col-
.

lege to proceed more effectively towardA the attainment of its objectives. In

sense, the quality of the faculty development program may be looked upon as an

indicator of the strength of the commitment that a, given junior college has to

high quality instruction.

In the winter of 1968, Roueche (50) stated that junior college faculty develop-

ment programs are currently unplanned, sporadic, and loosely defined. Many

authors, writing on the junior college, have referred to the need, for continuous

programs of faculty development.

Charlier provides a typical example (8, p. 26). Authors repeatedly stress

the need for, more definitive study of faculty development procedures, but few

tried to fill this need. In the following paragraphs, studies generally related to

the present one are presented, followed by other studies which are more closely

related.

In disCussing the competencies needed by junior college faculty members,

Blocker noted that the potentially successful junior college teacher 'should have a
. ,

master's degree and extensive experience in secondary or higher. education (6.

p. 15). Gleazer stated that we must revise master's degree piograms-Offered.

by universities to include extensive seminar work.' In addition, he indicated that

.an-opportunity for an..internshiP.M.the junioi college shoUld be..provided

5



Garrison was more specific in listing the abilities that the junior college teacher

must have; he pointed to several indicaters of a faculty member's effectiveness:

(1) The nature and extent of a faculty member's effectiveness and activity
in committee or other faculty work;

,

(2) The faculty member's role in the initiation of student activities;

(3) Publications, books, articles, speeches, and monographs by the
faculty member;

(4) The extent of a faculty member's responsibilities as a student advisor;

(5) The faculty member's ability to create and use teaching aids;

(6) Innoirations and experiments which the faculty member uses in teaching;

(7) Reedit of grants for, experhnentatiOn or further study by' the. facility
member;

(8) The extent of the faculty member's participation in appropriate pro7
fessional organiiitions;

(9) The faculty. member. as an active' citizen of the community;

(10) The faculty member's activities out of school that are related to his
professional growth (17, p. 25).

Gordon and Whitfield saw the needs of this ,potentially successful teacher

as a command of, techniques and media; an ability to communicate effectively;.

and an ability to deal with a wide.range of learnilig..problems (23).

Unruh further pointed to the need for special. training, for junior college

faculty memhers. He proposed the folloWing. program:,

(1) A broad general education;

(2) At least a master's defree . and an additional year Widieut,high special-
ization;

(3) DevelopMeSt of ,competence in dealing. with students;

6
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told that his response would remain confidential. During the interview the inter-

viewees were restricted in their responses only by the nature of the structured

4 interview guide. Where a given faculty member or administrator was not avail-

able for interview, an alternate was contacted. These alternates had been pre-

selected at random in a manner identical with that for selecting the original per-

son to be interviewed.

The interview guide was administered in personal interviews with a sample

of seventy faculty members and rAmilistrators in Florida's junior colleges. The

sample was representative of all such individuals with a 95 percent interval of

confidence and 44.2 percent sampling error.

The info::mation received in the interviews was coded and tabulated by hand

for items, 1, 2, 4. 5, 6, 7 and the practices portion given in response to item

8 on the interview guide. Other data were coded and *punched on cards for

analysis on the IBM 360 computer at the University of Florida Computing Center.

The analysis included:

(1) a tabulaticn by frequency and percentage of each response to a given
item;

(2) a mean response fcr the item;

(3) a standard deviztion on the item;

(4) two chi-squam analyses on each item.

The analyses compared the responses of teachers and administrators, and

those with one year of experience, two to four years experience, and fire Or

more years experience on each Item in questions 3 and 8 in the interview guide.

19



The Findings of the Fiurida Study

The sample for the study consisted of 78.6 percent faculty and 21.4 per-

cent administrators. The majority of the respondents, 70 percent, were male.

The average age was 40.76. Ninety percent held master's degrees or above.

Junior college faculty members and administrators had previous experience in

a variety of educational institutions. Among those interviewed there were 62

percent who had experience in elementary or secondary schools. Thirty point

one percent had previous experience in the armed forces, government, or

industry. Experience in four-year colleges or universities was mentioned by

31.6 percent of those interviewed. It was found that 86 percent had taught in

some other junior college, and that 70 percent had been in their preterit position

four years or less. Most replied that they had little or no specific preparation

for teaching in a junior college.

The majority of those interviewed staid that the primary aim of a faculty

development program shculd be to Improve the quality of instruction. Other

aims cited were: to improve a faculty member's depth in Ms discipline; to im-

prove each faculty member's ability to meet the needs of junior college students;

to create an etithustastiz, well coordinated faculty; and to get the faculty to

understand and be enthusiastic about the philosophy, goals, and purposes of the

junior college.

The two main obstacles to setting tip an effective faculty development pro-

gram that wer? most frequently mentioned were time and money. Faculty apathy.

a Lck of communication between faculty and administration, traditions act

20



compatible with progress, poor planning and organization were also seen to

stand in the way of effective programs.

Only one practice not available at the time of the study which the respon-

dents believed should be added to a faculty development program was mentioned

by more than 10 percent of these individuals. Faculty seminars and special

courses were mentioned by twenty interviewees as having an important place in

such programs. These seminars should be directed to filling the felt needs of

faculty. Several such needs were mentioned, including the preparation and use

of audio-visual materialo the community college and its place in the American

educational saucture, subject matter directed seminars, and new approaches

to teaching.

Of those practices mentioned in iLterview question 3, several were seen by

respondents to be especially valuable. A ssistanoe to the faculty to oontinsa

graduate study and private offices for faculty ;webers received mean ratings

over 8.05, "very worthwhile." Sabbatioal leave for faculty 'webers, come

financial assistance for the faoulty to attend professional meetings, ex-

tended leaves of &verso* for the furthering of professional grooth. Each

of these items was rated between "good" and "relatively effective" above 6.50.

Of the eleven items in question 8, respondents rated tht value of offering

programs in these areas as "good" or better in all but three cases. Giving an

orientation to the vines of new faculty, providing social activities, es-

pecially for intrakioini? new faculty, and providing new faculty with infor-

nation about the oharaoteritt4os of fellov faculty and Os student bo4, all

21



received mean ratings below 7.0. There was considerable disagreement on the

value of practices in each of these areas at the time of this study. This was

but one of several areas in which communication about the goal of a specific pro-

gram appeared to be a major problem.

Not one of the eleven areas in question 8 was rated as "relatively effective."

The highest mean rating, 6.88 on assuring faculty members freedom of action,

thought, and expression, fell just below this category.

Faculty members and administrators differed in their perception of the

potential value of only one item in question 3 and 8, an active faculty 007grittes

charged with irproving irunruotion, with faculty rating the practice of much

lower potential value. There was substantial agreement on the potential value

of assistance to the faculty to continue graduate *tidy, sabbatical leaves

for fatuity members, stimulating the flow of insiovative ideas and suggestions

for the irprownent of the college, and assuring the faculty members freedom

of action, thought, and expreseion.

The two groups of respondents differed in their perceptions of the effective-

ness of several practices available at the time of this study. The effectiveness

of an organised series of discussions of tem:eh:rig in a junior college, pro-

viding faculty members with continuing personal assistance in solving their

teaching problems, assuring faculty members freedom of action, thought, and

e.rpretaion, and giving faculty members raon-professional aides for the rcutines

related to teaching were all perceived differently by faculty members and admin-

istrators. More careful evaluation of the effectiveness of all practices in faculty
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development programs was strongly indicated throughout this study. The dis-

agreement between faculty and administrators -in the effectiveness of these

practices was reinforced by comments from many of those interviewed. Most

of these comments indicated that poor planning of inadequate funding lead to

relatively low ratings of effectiveness. Several faculty members stated that

such programs, were often initiated without involving the faculty and therefore

had received little support.

When the sample was sub-divided into individuals with one year of experi-

ence, two to four years of experience, and five or more years of experience,

they differed in their perception of the potential value of four items. A light-

ened load for first-year teachers, the use of experienced teaecro with first-

year faculty in developing instructional techniques, a professional library

for the faculty, and an active faoulty committee charged with improving

instruction were rated as having different potential values by the three groups.

Once again ineffective communication of previous unsatisfactory experiences with

such practices lead to low ratings.

The experience sub-groups differed in their perceptions of the effectiveness

of a lightened load for all firet-yesr faculty; giving the now faculty member

information about the total Junior college, its air*, its philosophy, and

its policies and regulations; and helping faculty to become sympathetic vith

and concerned about the philosophy, crime, and purpose* of the Junior carve.

Each group agreed on the effectiveness of a fatuity handbook. No one thought

they were especially effective.
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Some Theoretical Considerations

Faculty development programs in Florida's junior colleges have been or-

ganized in the past by a variety of methods. Junior college presidents, academic

deans, concerned faculty members, and others have all devoted rime to the

planning and implementation of such programs. This section contains a con-

ceptual model of the junior college and a planning technique which may assist

them in their efforts toward organizing these programs in the future.

The Junior College as a Social System

A model of the junior college as a social system is presented in this sub-

section. Griffiths (24, p. 44) describes any conceptual model as a description

of a set of data in terms of a given system of symbols, including relations of

the symbols accordiv to the rules of that system.

The system of symbols which is conceptualized as social systems theory

was first proposed by Bertalanffy in 1955 (5), althoagh it war. earlier alluded to

by Homan (28). More recently Hearn stated:

General systems theorists believe that it is possible to represent all
forms of inanimate and animate matter as systems; that all forms
from atomic particles through atoms, molecules, crystals, viruses,
cells, organs, individuals, groups, societies, planets, solar systems,
even the galaxies may be regarded as systems (25, p. 38).

Hearn went on to state:

Each system consists of objects which are singly the parts or compo-
nents of the system; there are attributes which are tin properties of
the objects; and there are relationships smote the objects and attritutes
which tie the system together (25, p. 39).
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The community junior college may be examined through the use of such

social system theory. Kimbrough (32) and Andes (3) profide examples of bow

educational institutions may be viewed as social systems.

Among the components of the junior college social system are the faculty,

administration, students, and the community. The faculty, administration, and

students may each be considered as sub-systems; the community may be con

stdered as a part of the supra-system. Each of the sub-systems may be further

sub-divided Into component sub-systems, i.e., academic and student affairs,

divisions, departments, faculty cliques, and eventually each individual in the

system. Homan described such a system as follows: "...the activities, Inter-

actions, and sentiments of the group members, together with the mutual relations

of these elements with one another... constitute what we shall call the social

system" (28, p. 87).

Each system has a boundary. These boundaries should not be considered

as the walls of offices or classrooms, bit, rather, as conceits in the minds of

those involved in the system. Miller describes the boundary of the system as

the line across which it is more difficult to move matter, energy, or information

than to move such components within or without this line (42 p. 194). The

system's boundaries are to a large extent composed of the shared mores, ideals,

norms, and goals of the sub-system.

Optner provides a simplified computer model of the social system which

may be useful in analyzing social systems (4S). Kimbrough illustrates this

model as follows (32, p. 36):
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Control Mechanism
Policies, Plan of Curriculum

and Instruction

Input
(students and
financial resources) A

I

4 -
i

Output
(achievement and
development of
students)

Educational
Processor

Feedback -

Within this model or may visualize the junior college as the educational

processor. Faculty development programs are an additional input to the system

that may becune a means for facilitating the process, effectively utilizing feed -

back, and improving the quality of output.

If we visualize the improvement of instruction as one of the organizational

expectations of the junior college, an illustration discussed by Kimbrough may

help in developing methods which would facilitate the attainment of this goal. He

described Getzel's conceptualization of tho school socis.l system in terms of two

climensiqnst (1) the organizational or nomothetic dimension and (2) the personal

or ideographic dimension (32, p. 35).

Nombetic or Organizational Dimension

)Institution- - - Role- - - >Expectation- -
Social Observed
System Eehavior

> Personality- - )Need DispositionA

Ideographic or Personal Dimension

leadership in programs of faculty development will effect real changes in

tht system only to the extent U-at congruency can be attained between the orpil-
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I;1

izational expectation of instructional improvement and faculty need dispositions

in this area.

Most persons interviewed in this study agreed initially that the primary aim

of a faculty development program was to improve the quality or instruction. The

practices they valued most highly did not, however, relate directly to this aim.

The need dispositions of faculty would tend in tine to separate the ideographic

and nomothetic dimensions due to their somewhat selfish nature. Those respon-

sible for faculty development programs must provide inputs to the system through

these programs that can meet both nomothetic expectations and individual need

dispositions toward Instructional improvement.

As an example, we may examine the use of consultants in faculty develop-

ment programs. In most instances, faculty members indicated that past experi-

ence with consultants was often worthless. They saw little reason for expecting

improvement in the future. One who wishes to place the ideographic and nomo-

thetic dimensions in congruency so that the resultant observed behavior will be

improved instruction mutt carefully analyze both organizational expectations and

individual need dispositions toward consultants. The consultant not only must

please the administration. but he must *la., be seen by thr *Acuity as contributing

toward their growth as individuals.

Ho-nans wrote about three essential components of the social system when

be described the small group (2$). He stated that interaction between group

members, seuirnents of those making up the group, and the activities of those
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within the grow must be considered in describing the functioning of human social

systems.

Figure I provides an illustration of how system components may relate to

the functioning of faculty development programs in junior colleges.

Such programs may be considered as activities inith ted through faculty-

administration interaction, which contribute to improved interactions, sentiments,

and activities between students and faculty. Faculty development programs may

result in improved system outputs in terms of faculty growth, student growth,

and improved Interactions with the community environment. Or. where the

potential effect on various subsystems of such programs is ignored they may be

dysfunctional. They may In fact strengthen barriers to effective communication

between faculty, administrator and students. Such was the case where sabbatical

leaves were introduced at one institution in the study. The decision to establish

sabbatical leaves was apparently made at top administrative levels. The faculty

were not involved in the decision to establish the practice. or In setting criteria

for the awarding of such leave. In each interview at this institution, with one

exception, a feeling of resentment toward this practice was erpreased. It

was stated that these funds could more appropriately he expended for additional

teaching rescuraes, lightened loads or for student financial aid. The one ex-

ception rated this practice as extremely raluable. This Individual had recently

been notified that he would receive a sabbatical leave.

Several Institutions showed wide variation in faculty response to the value

of "periodic evaluation of the faculty for the improvement of instruction."
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KEY

A = Gross College Inputs
Personnel

Students
Faculty
Administration
Staff Employees

Resources
Fiscal
Material

Information
Law
Policy
Community Opinion
Intangible Learning Resources

B = Gross Outputs
Personnel

Student Growth
Faculty Growth
Community-College Interactions

C =Initiation of Faculty Development Program
Inputs

Financial Resources
Materials
Administrative Leadership
Faculty Need Dispositions
Organizational Goals
Faculty-Administration Interaction

D = implementation of Faculty Development
Faculty Response and Mange

E = Effect of Faculty Development Program
Changed Faculty Competencies
Changed Faculty Attitudes
Improved Information Flow

Faculty - Administration
Faculty - Student
Student - Administration

Social System Processes
a = faculty Input
b = faculty output
c = student Input
d = student output
e = administration input
f = administration output

Social System Information Flow (Want ling sentiments, activities, interactions).
g = faculty - administration
h = faculty - student

= student - administration

Program
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told that his response would remain confidential. During the interview the inter-

viewees were restricted in their responses only by the nature of the structured

-interview guide: Where a given'faculty member or administrator was not avail-

able for - interview. an alternate:was contacted.- These alternates had beeapre-

,

selected-at random.in a manner, ,identical.withr that for selecting the original per-

son to be interviewed. .

The interview.-guide was administered in personal interviews with "a , sample

of seventy faculty members and administrators in Florida's junior colleges. The

sample was 'representative Of' all' such individuals with a 95 perzent' interval, of

confidence and ±4.2.percent sampling =tor..
. , .

.

'The informatiOn.received in_ the interviews was coded and tabulated,:by hand

for items, "I, 2,- 4, 5, 6, 7 and the practices portion "given in response.to. item

8 on the interview guide. Other data were ..coded'and punched on cards. for

analysis on the IBM 360 computer at the University of Florida Computing Center:

The- analysis included:.

(1) a tabulation by frequency and percentage of each response to a given
item;

-(2) a mean response for the item;

(3) a standard deviation on the item;
'

(4) two chi-square analyses on each item.

The analyses compared the responses, of teachers and administrators, and

those with one year of experience, two to four.. and five or'

: more years experienCe on each item-in-questions 3 and 8 in the interview guide.



The FindingsL-of the Florida Study
' .

The sample for the study consisted of 78.6 percent fiCulty and :21.4' per7..,

cent administrators. The majority of the respondents, .70 ,percent, :were

The average age was 40.76. 'Ninety, percent held master'.8 degrees or above

Junior ,college'faeulty members and administrators had previous experience..in

a variety of educational institutions., Among those interviewed there were 62 .

percent who hid experience- in elementary or secondary schools:. Thirty' point

one percent had previous-eXperience - in the armed. forces, government, or

industry. Experience in four-year colleges or universities was mentioned,

31.6 percent of.those interviewed:. It was found that -.86'percent had- taught

some other junior' college, and that. 70 percent 'hadibeen in their presene.poiition

four years or less.' Most replied that they had littleOr.,.:no fiEpecifia.preparation'

for teaching in a junior college.

'The .majority..ot these. interviewed stated that the priniary.:, aim of a faculty

development program should be to improve'the quality of instruction. Otherher

aims cited were to improve a faculty. member's depth in his'. discipline; to im-

prove each faculty membei's ability to meet the needs of junior college students;

to create an enthusiastic, well coordinated faculty; and to get the faculty to

understand and be enthusiastic about the philosophy, goals, and purposes of the
, r

junior college.
-

The two main obstacles 'to setting up an effective factilty development

gram that were most frequently mentioned' weretime-and-money:' Faculty apathy,

a lack of communication betWeen faculty and administration,. Jradltions not
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4,,,Fur,- .

C

compatible With 'progress, '.peor ;planning and organization were also seen , to..

'stand.in'the.way of effective programs.

Only one practice not available at the time of the study which theyiesPon,

dents believed should be added to a faculty development program_was,mentioned.

. .

by more than 10 percent of these Faculty.seminare and special

courses were:mentioned by:twenty. interviewees .ati. lnivlwan important place In
.;

such programs. These seminers,should:be directed to filling.tbe,felt needsof,

faculty.. Several such needs were mentioned,. including the pceparation and uee-

of audio-visual, materials, the community 'college place in,tlrfAmerican ,

educational structuie subject smatter. directed' seminars, and "new 'approaches

to teaching.,

-Of those practices' mentioned In interview, question several were seen; by

'respondents to be especially valuable. A ssistance' te, the faculty.--,to contiMal,

raduate study ,and private offices for faculty" inembercreceived mean ratings

over 8.05, "very, worthwhile. Sabbatical. leave for ,facialty,nausbersa, Jannual

finanoial assistance for the factUity to attencUprofeepional.Ineetingsa,ex,7

tenileclrleavee Of abeence.f;for the furthering .of professional, growth: Each ,..

of these items was rated- between "good" , and "relatively effective/ abnve 6.50.

Of the eleven items in'question',8, respondents rated'the,value of Offering

programs. is these areas as "good", or better in'all but three cases.- , Givingtan

-orientation-ta the iaivee Of niti.7 faculty., providing aotivities;-,Bs=
_

pecriailg for 'introducing new' faculty,' end-,p2vvidinif*.'fainitty with ,inforr.

nation aboat'the charadtekeiiai,ofteticWriaiiuity and the itudentl.C46d1-



received mean ratings beloit 7.0. 'There mai:considerable: disagreement on th

value of practices in each of these areas at the time of, this study. This was

but one of several areas in which communication about the ,goal of; a specific pro

:gram appeared to be a Major problem:

Not one of the eleven areas in question 8 was `rited'as "relitiVely,effective.!!

The highest mean rating,- 6.88 on assuring' fScrulty ',veers freedem:of,action,

thought, and expression , fell just below this. category.

Faculty members and adminietrators differed s in,their ,perception of the

potential value of only one item in question,3 and 8, an active_ faculty, committee

charged with improving instruction, with faculty:rating' ther-practice of much

lower potential value. There was substantial agreeMent On' the- potential- value_

of assistance., to the faculty to 'continue graduate study; sabbatical leaves

for faculty rnembere; Stimulating the' flow of innovative:ideas and: suggestions

for the improvement-of- the college;- and assurtmg,the.=faculty-memberatfreedeM

"'of: action, thought, and' expression.

The' two' graips of respondents differed id their perceptions 'iof the. effeCtive

ness of several practices available at the time of this study. The effectiveness

of an organized series, of disoussions.of_teaohing in a junior.college, pro7

viding faculty snmbere=with continuing personal assistance--in,solving their

teaching problems,,assuring -faculty 'members freedom of action,' thought,-and

expression, and giving faculty members non-professional aides -for the ,routines'
a

related to -teaching were ell",perceived 'differently,by. faculty members and admin-

istrators. More careful evaluation of the' effectiveness of all practices in faculty
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development programs was strongly indicated throughoUethis.'stUdY. The din-

agreement between faculty and adininistiatera, on the 'effectiveness Ortheie
_ . .

practices was reinforced by 'Cc:Mt:netts from many of those interviewed.' Most!" -
of these comments indicated that poor planning of inadeqUatefUndineleid to

, I

relatively'llow rain& of 'effectiveneds:. 'Several faculty members stated that
,

such programs, were often initiated without Involving the faculty andithereforer:

had received little suPport.

When the sample was sub-divided into Individuals with one year of expert

ence, two to four years of experience, and five or more years of experience.

they differed in their perception of the potential value of four items. A light-

ened load for first-year teachers, the use of experienced teachers with first-

year
.

faculty in developing. instructional techniques, -a professional 14brary,

for the faculty, and an active faculty oonrmttee charged with improving

instruction were rated as having different potential values by the three groups

Once again ineffective communication of previous unsatisfactory-expe.riencee with

such practices lead to low ratings.
.

The eiperience.sUb-groUps.differed in their perceptions of the effectiveness'

of a lightened lOaci firiatyear feeitt,tyi giving the new faeUl*Maember
.

information about the total junior college, 'its aims, its philosophy,. and
-

its poliotea- andJragulatieme; and helping faculty to become sympathetic with

and concerned abdut the'philosaphy, aims, and purposes Orthe jUnior

Each'voup agreed the effectiveness of a j'aceilty../iiiiipooli.' No one thought

they were especially:effective.
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Some Theoretical Considerations.

Faculty development programs in Florida's junior colleges have been or-

ganizeci in the' past by a _variety of methods., Junior college presidents. academic.

'deans; concerned facUlty members, ,'and othe have all de*oted-...time to the ;

planning and impleinentation-ef such programs., This' section, contains a ,ion..,..
. .

.-,...,,. .1,..

ceptual model, of the. junior college a, plenning,:technique ,wbich may assist.

them in their efforts toward organizing these programs _in the future..,

The or :Gone ti,iIt'ituni Social System

A model of the 'junior college as a social system is presented in this sub7. =

...- -.

section. Griffiths (24. p. 44) detic.ribes anyiconeepthal modei::as aldescription,; .

. .

m,
, ,

of a set of data in terms Of a given syste of symbols. including relations 'of

the symbols accoicilitg to the 'rules of-digit system.'

The skate's' of synibols which' is -cenCePtualized as social systems- theory
. -, . ,

Was knit rtn*ffy iii 1955 although' it Wei alluded
. . , . .

.

by Homan (28). More recently Hearn stated:

.Generitl'systeMs 'theorists 'believe, that it Is possible to represent ell-
_forms of'inanintate,and animate matter ae-sYStetnek;that all-forma
from atomic 'Perticiee through atoms. irieleCtilea.'r--ciirtitali;24iruseti;

'cells, organs.- indi4iduals, groups, societies, plinets, solar, systems;
even the galaxies, may -be:regarded' as systems (25; p.

_ ,t
Hearn went on-to

_

Each system.consiste of objects slag*. die; 'atia or Oempo=,
,nents of the system; there ;Are attributes ,which are the properties of
the objects; and there are relationships among 'the objects 'and ittiibiitee
which tie the system together ,(25, =



The community junior college. may. be examined through the use of such
. ,;

social *tem theory. ICimixough (32) and Andes (3) provide examples -othow

educational institutions may be viewed' as social systems.

Among the components of tiejunier college. social system are,thelacultY,

'administration, student's. and the community: The faculty, adthiniitration, and

Students may each be considered as ,sub-systems; ,the-COMmunityMay be con-

sidered as a part-of the supri-sySteM. Each'Of the 'sub - systems 'may be further --

.sub-divided into. component sub-systems, academic and snident affairs,

divisions, departments, faculty ells:pies, and eventually each individual in the

system. Homans described such a system as folloWs: ..the activities, inter;. .

actiens, and sentiments of the group members, K together with the mutuat,relatiOns

of thede elements with one another...constituteAvhat:-.weshall call the social

system"' (28, -p. 87).

Each system his a boundary. These boundarieti,should not be considered

as the walls of offiCes or classrooms, :'but, rather,- as conceptS. in the. niiiida'Of

those involved in the- sytiteni.: Miller aescribes the boundary of theeiretem

the line across which it is more difficult move matter, energy, or-infOrMation/
-,

,,..thEm to move such Components within or without' thii

system's,.boundaries are to a large extent composed the = shared mores,'.ideals,--

norms, and goals of, the sub-system.

Optner trrovides-a simplified computer model 'Of the social system which,

may be useful in analyzing sOcial -eystenie(45):

model folloWe (32, `p. 36)::
,



Control Mechanism
Policies, Plan of Curriculum

and Instruction

Input
(students and
financial resonrces)

Educational
Procenior

Output
(achievement and
develOpMent 'Of
students)

, :-,:,','

Within this' model one may visualize the junior college as the educational

processor. Faculty development programs are an additional input to the system
'

effectively
,, .,

that may become a means for facilitating the process, l utilizing feed -

. . .. .., . ,.. ,

back, and imprwing the quality of'.output.
.,'--- .

If we visualize the improvement of
..

instrUction-aS,
t

,ene!of,.,the organizational

expectations of the junior college, =an illustration discussed by:KiinbrOugh may %'

help in developing methods which would facilitate the attainment of this goal. He

described Getzel's conceptualization of the nchool_social.system in terms of two

dimensions: (1) the organizational or nomothetic dimension and (2) the personal:

or ideographic dimension (32,`p. 35)'.

Nomothetic or Organizational Dimension

-> Institution Role r >Expectation"
Social
System

r "--- ' -Observed
-fiehavior

7' A t;,4
IndiVidUal ' -7 Personality- )Need DisPositionA'

,

Ideographic or Personal. Dimerulion

Leadership in Programs of :faculty development will effect_ real changes', in
. 4.. ,..

the system only to the extent that congruency can -be' attained between the organ.:



izational `expectation of instructional iMproveinent and faculty-need dispositions

in this area

Most .persons" interviewed' in this 'study' agreed initially that the primary aim

of a faculty development program was to improve the quality-'of. instruction = The .

practices, they. valued most lighly did: not, hOwev' er, relate directly, to :this aim .

The need 'dispositions. of 'faculty would tend-rn:time to separate the ideographiC

. and nornothetie dimensions due to their 'somewhat selfish nature; Those resPon-

sable for' faculty' development programs'; must -provide inputs ..to the system through:

these -programs that can meet ,both' nomothetic expectations and individual need',"

dispositions toward instructional improvement':

Ai an 'example, we May 'examine the use of 'danCultaiits in facuity-,deiretop-'

ment programs: In most instances : faculty. members., indicated -that past experi-:

ence-, with .consultants was Often worthless.' They saw.little'reason, for `;Yexpecting
. . . _ _

impiOrement in the fature. One who wishes,. place' the ideographic andtnenio-

the-tic dimensions in congruency-so -that-thel-resultant-observed-behavior_will be

improved instruction- must carefully analyze both organizational expectations and,

individual need ClispOsitions toward consultants. = The Consultant' not

please the -adininistration, but' he must also be seen 4iri..the ,faCtiltY- as contributing

toward their-growth-4s :individuals.

HOmane `irote-abeiit -three essential Components bf-ttieiioeial'reyitem

he described the small group -(28). He stated that -interaction betiveen 'group,
.

embers;; sentinients,'.of 'those making, up' the`-group;" end" the' r=itctivitIee" of -1those :, ,,
,., ,



within the group. must,be considered in describing the functioning of ,human social

systems. - _

' Figure -I provides an illustration; of 'how', system Componentn....may ;relate to .

,the _functioning of faCUlty .development ,programs in junior. colleges.

Such programs may be considered as, activities:initiated:through fact.Iy7

administiltien interaction, ,which' contribute to improved interictions,...Sentithents,

and' activities betweenstudents and faculty. ,. FaCulty'deirelopment programs. may:

-result in Improved system outputs 'in terms of faculty_ growth, student growth,.

and improved interactions with the community environment. .where the

potential effect on various subsystems of such" programs Is ignored theYmayiihe

dysfunctional. They may in fact strengthen barriers to effective communication
. .

between faculty, administrator and students:. . Such was the 'case wheri sabbidcal

-,. leaves were introduced at 'one' institution in. the. study.' decision to, establish__

sabbatical leaves' was apparently made-at..top. administrative .;The faculty

were not involved in the decision to. establish the practice, or in-,setting. criteria..........

for the awarding of such leave. In each interview-.at this institution:, with one

exception, a feeling of resentment toward this practice was expressed. It?.

.waslstated Oat- these funds: could more appropriatelt ,be.,:expended_ for additional;

:teaching .resources, lightened loads or for student financinl.aid. _The ,Cone,ex--;.,,,

cepdon rated this, practice as,*Xtremely This:individuaLhad' iecently

been hotified;that he would, ,,.reCeive. a sabbatical- leave:,

, Several institutions showetu,'Wide-r:yariatiOn.'in 'fiCulty..response to the'_value
,

"periodic evaluation of the' faculty for the improvement of instruction. "
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IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS FOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

You are being asked the following questions so that we might obtain a gen-

eral picture of faculty development programs at your junior college. You may

be assured that your identity. your replies, even the identity of the college at

which you are employed will remain confidential, and will not be included in

any reports. This interview centers on but one portion of a project that will

include detailed studies of faculty development programs at a limized number

of junior colleges In Florida.

The purpose of this interview is to obtain Information about some of the

practices, conditions, and provisions in your Junior college that may:

(1) help the newly employed faculty member to become a fully functioning
member of the junior college turn,

(2) help the faculty members to improve the quality of their instruction,

(3) help the faculty member to become motivated toward personal and pro-
fessional growth,

(4) help keep faculty morale high, and

(5) help the faculty member to alvance the purposes of the Junior college.
(39, pp. 124-129).

1. In light of this implied deflriltio.i of "faculty development programs." what

do you see as the primary aims of such a program?

A.

47



B.

C.

D.

B.

2. What do you see as the main obstacles In setting up an effective faculty

development program?

A.

B.

C.

an.
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D.

E.

You will now be asked to respond to a number of practices used by various

junior colleges in their faculty development programs. Please state: (A)

whether you think the program Is: (I) worthiest., (2) of little value, (3)

fairly worthwhile, or (4) extremely important; (B) whether, as far as you

.know, this program is available at your junior college; and (C) whether this

practice is working Cl) not at all, (2) poorly, (3) moderately well, or

(4) very well at your junior college.

PROGRAM VALUE AVAILABILITY EFFECTIVENESS

A planned orientation program
for all new faculty.

A workshop for all faculty
before the beginning of the fall
term.

A faculty handbook

Scheduled conferences in each
department t deal with the
improvement of

A lightened load for all first-
yeas faculty

.0Itiosaimm.s
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PROGRAM VALUE AVAILABILITY EFFECTIVENESS

f. The use of experienced teachers
with first-year faculty in devel-
oping instructional techniques.

g. A professional library for the
faculty

h. An organized series of discus-
sions of teaching in a junior
college

I. An organized, systematic, and
periodic self-study of the junior
college.

j. Systematic visitation of classes
by administrators.

k. Systematic iutravisitation within
the junior college by faculty

I. Systematic intervisitadon with
other junior college faculties

rn. Active faculty committee charged
with improving instruction

n. Adjustment of teaching loads of
individuals to allow time for
faculty committee work.

o. Private offices for all faculty

P. Annual financial assistance for
faculty members to attend pro-
fessional meetings.

q. Assistance to the faculty to
continue graduate study.

r. Sabbatical leaves for faculty
members

011111

1116

....1110110.00.
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PROGRAM VALUE AVAILABILITY EFFECTIVMSS

s. A series of consultants to
discuss the problems of teaching
in a junior college

t. Extended leaves of absence for
the furthering of professional
growth.

4. What other practices do you think should be Included in a program of faculty

development?

A.

B.

G.

D.

E.

maolfterma.
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B.

F.

8. There are a number of areas that junior college people have thought to be

or importance In programs of faculty development. A few of these are

listed below. We would Alike your opinica of: (a) how important each of

these areas is (b) what, if anything your junior college is doing about tt

(please be specific), and (c) what you think of what they are doing In this

area.

A. Giving the new faculty member information about the total junior college;
its alms, its philosophy, and its policies and regulations

1.

2.

3.

B. Helping the new faculty member to become sympathetic with and con-
cerned about the philosophy, alma, and purposes of the Junior college.

2.

C. Providing new faculty w4th in.' wmation about the characteristics of
fellow faculty members and the student bode.

I.

2.

oa101/1/1..././Ai=
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IN-SERVICE PRoGRAMS FOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT

You are being asked the folloWing questions so. that we might obtain, a gen-

eral picture of faculty deimlopment programs at your junior-college. YOU may

be assured that your identity, your replies; even the identity of the college,-at

which you are employed will..rem in confidential, and,.will not be. inclUded-:-:in.

any reports. This interview centers- on-:but one portion of a project. that

include detailed studies Of faculty .developmentYprograms at a limited number

of junior colleges in Florida.
I' -

, -

The purpose of this interview is to, obtain information- about some of the
,

fpractices, conditions, and provisions In your junior college that may

(1) help the newly:' employed faculty member to become a fully fUnCtiOning
member of the junior-college team,

,(2) help the faculty members to improve the quality _of their instruction,

(3) , help the faculty 'member to leconie Motivated' toward personal and, pro-.
fessional grOwth,`

(4)- help keep faculty morale high, and

(5) help the facultymemberto-2.acivance the purposes of:thejunior college.
(39, pp. 124-129);--, ,

light of- this implied definition of "facultytierloPment programs,4.what

do you". nee- as. 'the primary aims of such 'a ,prograin

A.



. What do you See_as the ankir: up an, effective faculty t.

developinent- program?

B.

C.
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You will now be asked to respond to a number of practices used by various

junior -colleges in their faculty development programs.. 'Please' state: (A)

whether you thitk'the: program is (1) worthless, (2) of 'little value, (3) .

fairly: WorthWidle, or (4) extremely important; (B) whether,, -as far, as you

.know, this program is available at your junior college; and (C) whether-this-
.

practice is working 11) not at all,- - (2) poorly,. (3)- moderately well, ,or
, -

-(4) very --well st_your jUnior college.,

PROGRAM

A planned, orientation program
for all new faCulry.

A workshop for all faculty,
before' the beginning of -the' fall
term: -

.

A facitity handbook,

VALUE AVAILABILITY, EFFECTIVE NESS
4

SchedUled conferences in each
deportment b deal with the
.improvenient of instruction...

,

A lightened load `for all, first-
, year faculty'



F.

5.

6.

7.

Which of these is used at your junior college?

A.

,

--;

B.

C.

D.

E.

P.

How valuable is this practice to your junior college?

A.

8.

C.

D.

B.

F.

How effective is this practice at your junior college?

A.

B.

C.

D. MEM

S2



3.

D. Giving an orientation to the wives of new faculty.

1.

2.

3.

E. Giving the new faculty member information about the community.

1.

2.

3.

F. Providing social activities, especially for introducing new faculty.

1.

2.

3.

G. Providing faculty members with continuing personal assistance in solving
their teaching problems.

1.

2.

3.
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H. Giving faculty member non-professional aides for the routines related
to teaching.

1.

2.

3.

I. Stimulating the flow of innovative ideas and suggestions for the improve-
ment of the college.

1.

2.

3.

J. Assuring faculty members freedom of action, thought, and expression.

1.

2.

3.

K. Periodic evaluation of the faculty for the improvement of instruction.

1.

2.

3.
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I. Your title

BACKGROUND DATA

II. Degrees received Major(s) Minor(si

HI. Previous experience in education:

IV. Have you ever had a formal course or a faculty development program that
dealt specifically with:

A. The philosophy of the junior
college and its place in the
educational structure.

B. Human growth and develop-
ment, Including the special
problems of students in the
junior college age group.

C. Curriculum and instruction
at the junior college.

D. A supervised teaching
experience or internship
at a junior college.

COURSE(S) FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM(S)
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E. The place of occupational,
technical, adult, and transfer
programs in a junior college
curriculum.

F. Work in the special field
you teach (if applicable.)

COURSE(S) FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM(S)

V. How long have ye: beer employed at this junior college?

Years

VI. Your average age for the past five years
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Months


